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Abstract

The Curry{Howard isomorphism, a fundamental property shared by many type
theories, establishes a direct correspondence between programs and proofs. This
suggests that the same structuring principles that ease programming be used to
simplify proving as well.
To exploit object-oriented structuring mechanisms for veri cation, we extend the
object-model of Pierce and Turner, based on the higher order typed -calculus F! ,
with a proof component. By enriching the (functional) signature of objects with a
speci cation, the methods and their correctness proofs are packed together in the
objects. The uniform treatment of methods and proofs gives rise in a natural way to
object-oriented proving principles | including inheritance of proofs, late binding of
proofs, and encapsulation of proofs | as analogues to object-oriented programming
principles.
We have used Lego, a type-theoretic proof checker, to explore the feasibility of
this approach. In particular, we have veri ed a small hierarchy of classes.
 mh@mathematik.th-darmstadt.de
y fwgnarascjsteffenjterryg@immd7.informatik.uni-erlangen.de

1 Introduction
Many programming languages have been developed to ease modular and structured design
of programs. The popularity of powerful structuring techniques, including object-oriented
ones, is a convincing argument that those mechanisms support the programming task.
Depending on the programming style, they allow divide-and-conquer strategies to break
down large programs into abstract data types, modules, objects, or similar. Since the
resulting components ideally mirror the decomposition of the problem in conceptually selfcontained units, it is natural to organise veri cation along the structure of the programs.
The most successful and mathematically well-founded approaches are algebraic specications, wide-spectrum languages, and type theory. In the eld of algebraic speci cation
(see e.g. [Wir90] for an overview), a rich body of re nement notions has been developed,
supporting behavioural abstractions and horizontal and vertical re nement steps. These
allow to design large programs by stepwise re nement and to decompose their correctness
proofs along the re nement and module structure. A number of approaches aim at enhancing algebraic design languages with object-oriented constructs, among these Foops [GM87]
(an extension of OBJ), GSBL [CO88], Object-Z [DDRS89], Spectral [KS91], and OOZE
[AG91].
Wide-spectrum languages provide a common framework for programs and speci cations, where the class of programs is regarded as the executable subset of speci cations.
Extended ML [ST86] [ST91], as prominent example, allows to combine the functional programming language ML and its module mechanism with logical speci cations, structuring
the speci cations along the structure of the modules. The veri cation, though, does not
take place in Extended ML itself, but has to be carried out externally.
An integration of programs and constructive logic into a single formal system is provided by type theory, making it appealing for speci cation and veri cation of programs.
A fundamental property, shared by many typed -calculi, is the correspondence between
logical propositions and types, or proofs and programs respectively, captured by the CurryHoward isomorphism [CF58, How80]. This analogy is also known as propositions-as-types
or programs-as-proofs. Based on di erent type theories, a number of tools for machineassisted reasoning have been developed, e.g. AUTOMATH [dB80], Coq [DFH 93], NuPRL
[Jac94], Alf [AGNvS94], and Lego [LP92]. By exploiting Curry-Howard's isomorphism,
they allow interactive development of mechanically veri ed programs.
The typed -calculus F! has been proposed [Pie92] as core calculus for object-oriented
programming languages. It is suciently expressive to capture the essential mechanisms of
class-based object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk, namely subtyping, encapsulation,
class inheritance, and late binding, but for specifying the operations dependent types are
indispensable.
In this paper, we extend the object model of [PT94], enriching objects with a proof
component. To this end, we represent its object model in Lego and extend the objects'
interfaces by speci cations of its methods. These speci cations encompass in particular
the equational axiomatisation of the Pierce-Turner inheritance mechanism given in [HP96].
Objects consequently not only contain a state and an implementation of the methods, but
+
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proofs of their correctness relatively to the corresponding speci cation as well. The pairing
of a program together with its correctness proof into one package is called a deliverable
[BM93]. Taking the proofs as an integral part of objects allows applying object-oriented
mechanisms mentioned above to proofs as well. The present work is closely related to
[HP96] and can be seen as a further development and elaboration of ideas expressed there.
In particular, our approach builds on the equational axiomatisation of coercion and update
and on the idea of "inheriting proofs" explained by way of example there. In particular, our
approach builds on the equational axiomatisation of coercion and update and on the idea of
"inheriting proofs" explained by way of example there. Apart from providing a formal typetheoretic underpinning for object-oriented veri cation including a Lego formalisation the
present paper extends [HP96] by providing a more general framework for the speci cation
and veri cation of late-binding methods.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: after a brief review of Lego, we
present in Section 2 an encoding of object-oriented programs in Lego based on F! , and
enriched by veri cation. The straightforward extension, though, fails to capture all subtleties involved in the veri cation of late binding methods. Hence in Section 3 we modify
the encoding to overcome the limitations of the rst attempt. In the concluding Section 4
we discuss related and further work.

2 Veri cation of object-oriented programs with Lego

2.1 The Lego proof assistant

The Lego proof assistant, designed and implemented by Randy Pollack, is an interactive,
type theoretic proof checker. It realises the extended calculus of constructions [Luo90] and
a family of weaker, related type theories: the Edinburgh Logical Framework [HHP93], the
calculus of constructions [CH88], and the generalised calculus of constructions [Coq86].
The system comprises a strongly typed functional programming language as well as a
higher-order intuitionistic logic. The extended calculus of constructions uses a predicative
hierarchy of universes for programming and an impredicative universe for logical propositions. Each term is strongly normalising, forcing all de nable programs to terminate. Lego
o ers inductive de nitions of data types together with induction principles. By means of
its re nement mechanism, based on rst-order uni cation, it supports interactive, goaldirected proof development in a natural-deduction style. Working with Lego is supported
by local and global de nitions, typical ambiguity, and implicit arguments, allowing to omit
automatically synthesizable function arguments. Furthermore, the user is given the freedom to add arbitrary reductions. For an introduction into Lego, the reader is referred to
the Lego-manual [LP92] or the web resources [Lego95].

3

Conventions All de nitions and proofs of this paper have been machine-checked by

Lego. To ease human reading, though, we do not employ Lego-syntax; instead we write
terms in a more conventional notation, using  for abstraction and 8 for Lego's dependent -type. For the impredicative universe Prop of logical propositions we write ?.
We fall back upon de nitions provided by the Lego-library [JM94] whenever appropriate. For the inductive strong sigma type of the library lib sigma/lib sigma.l we write
 and h ; i for the respective dependent pair, omitting the type-annotations. We further use the keyword let for local de nitions, denote unary applications f a some place
by a:f and write ( ; ) for the non-dependent pairing function with surjective pairing
from the library lib prop/lib prod.l. We denote Leibniz's equality from lib eq.l by
=L, allowing ourselves in x notation. The inductive natural numbers of the Lego-library
lib prop/lib nat/lib nat.l are written as nat and we assume tacitly the usual operators
to be available and standard properties to hold.
Lego supports implicit syntax that simpli es de nitions, synthesising omitted arguments on its own. We shall use the j -symbol to indicate implicit arguments as in Lego.
In most de nitions, we do not give the whole expression as a -term, but put some leading abstractions into the text. Finally, we elide conjunctions between displayed equations.
Apart from these conventions, though, all de nitions are complete and can be translated
into Lego.
1

2.2 The F! object model

In recent years, a number of typed -calculi have been investigated as foundation of typed
object-oriented languages. The line of research started with Cardelli and Wegner's proposal
[CW85] for the typed object-oriented toy language Fun based on F, an extension of the
second order polymorphic -calculus [Gir72, Rey74] by subtypes. Cardelli and Wegner
proposed to model objects as records of their methods. The language Fun has spawned
quite a number of di erent calculi of varying complexity. An overview can be found in
[FM94], a collection of relevant papers in [GM94].
For our purpose of integrating an object calculus into a logical framework, one particular formal system, the system F! [Pie92] is a suitable basis, since it avoids the complexity
of calculi with recursive types [Bru92, Mit90]. Moreover, introducing a general xed point
constructor into a logical system such as Lego does not simply complicate the presentation,
but makes any logical proposition provable, rendering the system inconsistent. F! , the
!-order extension of F , has been proposed by Pierce and Turner [PT92, PT94, HP92] as a
core calculus for object-oriented languages in the style of Smalltalk [GR83]. In the following, we informally recapitulate the representation of object-oriented programming concepts
in this framework. A more detailed account of representing object-oriented programs in
F! can be found in [Pie92, PT94].
An object is a collection of operations, working on an internal state. Both state and
The Lego-sources can be accessed by anonymous ftp at ftp.informatik.uni-erlangen.de in the
directory /local/inf7/vs/sfbc2/lego/oo-verification.l
1
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operations are encapsulated or hidden inside the object and access is controlled by the
interface. In the object model we use, encapsulation is represented by existential quanti cation; encapsulation by existential quanti cation was rst proposed by [MP88], though
for abstract data types rather than objects.
We call the type of the internal state the representation type of the object. The type
of the operations, abstracted over the representation type, is called the object's signature.
The resulting type of objects with signature Sig : ? ! ? is
Object = 9 Rep : ? : Rep  Sig Rep :
With existential quanti cation as top-level constructor of the type of objects, the introduction and elimination rules for the existential quanti er will be used to create new objects
(existential introduction) or to gain access to the internal operations by method invocation
(existential elimination).
In class-based languages, a class serves as a blueprint for objects and can be used in
two ways: First, to create new objects sharing the representation and implementation common to the class: the classes instances. Secondly, to de ne new subclasses incrementally
by inheritance, where (parts of) the de nitions of the old superclass may be used. By
inheritance, some methods may be re-implemented and overridden or, by enriching the
signature, new methods added to unchanged, inherited ones.
An important intricacy are the so-called self-methods. This concept, popular since
Smalltalk, allows methods to be de ned in terms of other methods of the same class.
What makes it dicult to model is that self does not refer statically to the methods
implemented by the class. If a method refers via self to another method and gets inherited
by a subclass, the self no longer refers to the operations of the superclass, from which it
was inherited, but dynamically to the ones of the new class; in case one of the methods is
re-implemented, all others referring to it via self are modi ed as well. This is known as
dynamic binding of methods or late binding.
The last ingredient we mention is subtyping. Subtyping constitutes an order relation on
types, where S  T means that an element of type S can be regarded as an element of T and
thus safely be used when an inhabitant of T is expected. This is known as substitutability
or subsumption. Subtyping must not be confused with inheritance: Inheritance is the
construction of a new subclass, whereas subtyping is concerned with the use of objects |
or terms in general. Although inheritance and subtyping are di erent in this model, there
is a connection between them: the type of any instance of a subclass is a subtype of the
type of any instance of the superclass. Subclasses and superclasses themselves, however,
are not related by subtyping.

2.3 Encoding of object-oriented programs

The system F! is suciently expressive to model object-oriented programs but, lacking
dependent types, neither to specify their behaviour nor to reason about them internally.
We transfer the F! object-model to Lego and extend it in such a way that the types
of the objects will not only include the functional types of the operations, but also a
5

speci cation of their behaviour. The objects then contain correctness proofs in addition
to the implementation of the operations.
Apart from subtyping, transferring F! 's object-oriented programming model to Lego
is trivial, since in the -cube [Bar92] the !-order -calculus F ! [Gir72] is a subcalculus of
the calculus of constructions. Subtyping, though an integral part of F! , is neither present
in the calculus of constructions nor in Lego, so we have to nd an adequate representation.

2.3.1 Subtyping

A type S being a subtype of T , written S  T , means that it is safe to use terms of the
smaller type in all cases where a term of the bigger type is expected. This is expressed by
subsumption. Conventionally, the subtype relation can be captured by so-called coercion
functions, where the statement S  T is represented as a function f : S ! T . If we
view the type S as a more re ned version of T , the coercion function extracts the T part of elements of S . As shown in [HP96], this simple representation is not enough to
model update together with subtype polymorphism in a functional setting. To account for
updating, S  T is represented as a pair of functions, say get and put , with get : S ! T and
put : S ! T ! S . The function get plays the role of the coercion function, extracting the
T -part of elements of S , and put takes as rst argument a value of type S and overwrites
its T -part with the second argument, without altering the rest. For a restricted set of types
the functions, get and put can be generated automatically. A model where subtyping is
interpreted in this way has been developed for a positive variant of F in [HP96]. The
interpretation of get and put as extraction and update functions is captured by the following
three equations.

De nition 2.1 (Laws for get and put [HP96]) Assume implicitly two types S and T
and assume further two functions get : S ! T and put : S ! T ! S . The laws for get and
put are de ned as the following three equations:
8s : S; t : T
get (put s t)
=L t
8s : S
put s (get s)
=L s
8s : S; t1 ; t2 : T put (put s t1 ) t2 =L put s t2

(1)
(2)
(3)
The term GetPutLaws of type 8S j ? : 8T j ? : (S ! T ) ! (S ! T ! S ) ! ? is the
Lego-representation of the above de nition, used to de ne the subtype relation.
2

De nition 2.2 (Subtype relation) Assume the types S; T : ?. The subtype relation is
then de ned as:
S  T =  get : S ! T: put : S ! T ! S: GetPutLaws get put
def

2 Recall that Lego's j-syntax for implicit arguments allows us to omit mentioning the rst two arguments
of GetPutLaws .
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The elements gp of a type S  T are triples, consisting of two functions get and put
and a proof that they satisfy the required laws. For convenience, we give names to the
three projection functions: get , put , and gpOK . Re exivity and transitivity of the subtype
relation are easily established.

Lemma 2.1 (Pre-order) For all S , T; and U of type ?, S  S , and if S  T and T  U ,

then S  U .

Proof: For re exivity, de ne the two functions as the identity and the second projection.

The GetPutLaws are immediate by re exivity of Leibniz's equality.
For transitivity, let gpST be a proof for S  T and gpT U for T  U . De ne the
extraction function from S to U as the composition of get (gpST ) with get (gpT U ). The
update function is composed as s : S: u : U: put gpST s(put (gpT U (get (gpST s)) u)).
Proving the respective laws is straightforward.

We shall refer to the corresponding Lego-proofs by the terms re  : 8S : ? : S  S and
trans  : 8S; T; U j ? : (S  T ) ! (T  U ) ! (S  U ).

2.3.2 Objects
Intuitively, the inclusion of speci cations in the interface of objects is straightforward. In
addition to the functional signature Sig : ? ! ?, the interface needs a component Spec of
type 8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! ? which speci es properties of the object in terms of its operations. Given a representation type Rep , the interface is thus written as dependent product
 ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops of the functional signature and the speci cation. Hence the
body of an object has type Rep   ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops and consists of a state
together with a dependent pair of the operations and a proof, that they satisfy the specication.
But how to achieve encapsulation? In the informal explanation in Section 2.2, we used
the existential quanti er of F! to hide the internal state and the operations. No existential
quanti er is built into the calculus of constructions or Lego; there are, however, di erent
ways to encode existential quanti ers or weak dependent sums. A rst attempt could
be just to use \the same" existential quanti er as in F! , i.e. the standard impredicative
encoding of the weak sum:

9 = P : ? ! ? : 8C : ? : (8R : ? : (P R) ! C ) ! C
This encoding is expressive enough as long as the interface of objects includes a solely
functional signature. We could use this impredicative encoding even with speci cations in
the interface, if the only goal were to introduce objects. But, as already mentioned, we also
need a mechanism to access the internal operations and the proofs. For arbitrary operations
ops of type Sig Rep , this is achieved by the external counterparts of these operations, the
so-called generic methods meths of type Sig Object . Here, Object stands for the type of
objects of the given signature and speci cation, i.e. an existentially quanti ed type. In the
7

same way as the generic methods represent the outside view of the operations, we need an
externalised version of the proofs, turning Spec Rep ops into Spec Object meths .
Transforming the internal operations and proofs into their external, generic analogues
means in short: existential elimination. For the above existential quanti er, as for the
impredicative encodings of other data types [BB85, Wra89], the elimination function of
type
8C : ? : (8R : ? : (P R) ! C ) ! (9R : ? : P R) ! C
is re ected by the encoding C : ? : f :(8R : ? : (P R) ! C ): o :(9R : ? : P R): o C f itself,
where P : ? ! ? is an arbitrary predicate.
For the proof methods, the result type C of the elimination has to speak about objects;
after all, we are interested in proving properties of objects. Hence to be useful for generic
proof methods the elimination function for all predicates P : ? ! ? has to be of type:
8C : (9R : ? : P R) ! ? : (8R : ? : 8x : P R:(C (pack P R x))) ! 8o :(9R : ? : P R): C o
where pack : 8P : ? ! ? : 8R : ? : (P R) ! 9R : ? : P R is the function for introducing
existential quanti ers. It is, however, not possible to give a term of this type, i.e. an
impredicative encoding of the elimination rule expressed in this type. To do so would
require the induction principle: \If C holds for all elements built by the type constructor
pack , then C holds for all p of the existential type." It is a well-known weakness of
impredicative encodings that they do not provide such induction principles. In other words:
there is no impredicative encoding of data types where the result type of the elimination
rule depends on the elements of the type to be eliminated.
A solution is to add the formation, the introduction, and the elimination rule of the
existential quanti er to the context by declaration and determine the computational meaning by Lego's reduction rules. This, of course, means that we are leaving the setting of the
extended calculus of constructions.
3

De nition 2.3 (Existential quanti cation) The formation, the introduction, and the
elimination rule for the type constructor 9 are declared as follows:
9 : (? ! ?) ! ?
pack : 8P : ? ! ? : 8R : ? : (P R) ! 9R : ? : P R
open : 8P : ? ! ? :8C : (9R : ? : P R) ! ? :
(8R : ? : 8x : P R: (C (pack P R x))) ! 8o :(9R : ? : P R): C o
Assume a predicate P : ? ! ?, a predicate C :(9R : ? : P R) ! ? and a function f of type
8R : ? :8x : P R:C (pack P R x). Assume further R : ? and x : P R. The reduction rule is
then de ned as:
open P C f (pack P R x) ) f R x
3

We use the more familiar notation 9R : ? : P R instead of 9(R : ? : P R).
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This existential quanti er can be soundly interpreted in the PER/!-set model of the
extended calculus of constructions [Luo90] as follows. If F is a function mapping PER's
to PER's, de ne 9(F ) as the symmetric, transitive closure of the union of the F (R) as R
ranges over the set of PER's. This is the least upper bound of the F (R) in the complete
lattice of the PER's ordered by set-theoretic inclusion. The pack-construct can then be
modelled as an inclusion map, i.e. we have F (R)  9(F ) for each R. To interpret open
we assume a family of PER's indexed over the quotient of 9(F ) or equivalently a PER
C (n) for each n in the domain of 9(F ) and satisfying C (n) = C (n0 ) whenever n and n0 are
related by 9(F ). The premise to open corresponds in the PER model to an algorithm e
such that for each PER R, whenever n and n0 are related in F (R) then e(n) and e(n0 ) are
de ned and related in C (n)(= C (n0 )). Now, if n and n0 are related in 9(R) it follows by
induction on the length of a path relating n and n0 that e(n) and e(n0) are both de ned
and related in C (n). So e yields the desired interpretation of open . This argument shows
that | as far as equational soundness is concerned | we can even replace pack and open
by subtyping rules of the form
?`F :? ! ?
? ; X : ? ` F (X )  9(F )
?`F :? ! ?
? ` C : 9(F ) ! ?
? ` 8X : ? : :8f : F (X ): C (f )  8g : 9(F ): C (g)
We wish to stress that the use of a single universe for both propositions and types is
| although pragmatically advantageous | not crucial for our approach. It would work
equally well if we would employ two impredicative universes Set and ? like in the Coq
system [DFH 93] and restrict the dependent elimination rule for existentials to predicates
C : 9(F ) ! ? while keeping the traditional non-dependent eliminator for C of type Set . It
seems plausible that the program extraction mechanism of Coq which strips o all terms
of kind ? from a type-theoretic development could then be extended to object-oriented
programs. The drawback of having two separated universes is that we have to duplicate
various de nitions and rules and also that the Lego implementation does not provide Set
and ?.
+

With this type constructor we can now de ne the type of objects.

De nition 2.4 (Type of objects) Assuming a signature Sig : ? ! ? and a speci cation
Spec : 8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! ?, the type of objects is given as:
Object def
= 9 Rep : ? : Rep   ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops
With the existential quanti er as top-level constructor, objects are built by the existential
introduction rule. To ease the presentation, we de ne a term for constructing objects with
the help of the existential introduction operator pack .

9

De nition 2.5 (Object introduction) Assuming implicitly a representation type Rep ,
a signature Sig , and a speci cation Spec , the term for object introduction is de ned as:

ObjectIntro def
=  state : Rep :  ops : Sig Rep :  prfs : Spec Rep ops :
pack ( Rep : ? : Rep   ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops )
Rep
(state ; hops ; prfs i)
: Rep ! 8 ops : Sig Rep : (Spec Rep ops ) ! Object Sig Spec
Let's illustrate these de nitions of objects with the standard example of points. For the
sake of discussion, our points have one coordinate in nat admitting examination by getX ,
overwriting by setX , and augmentation by inc1 . A natural choice, though not the only
possible one, for the internal representation type is the type of natural numbers itself.

Example 2.6 (Points) The signature SigPoint of points is the product of the types of
the operations getX , setX , and inc1 , abstracted over the representation type Rep :
SigPoint def
=  Rep : ? : (|Rep !
nat )}  (|Rep ! nat
! Rep )}  (|Rep !
Rep )}
{z
{z
{z
getX

setX

inc1

For the speci cation of points, assume a representation type Rep and operations ops conforming to the signature of type SigPoint Rep . To simplify the presentation, the speci cation SpecPoint consists of only two equations:
SpecPoint def
= 8r : Rep : 8n : nat : ops : getX (ops : setX r n) =L n
8r : Rep :
ops : getX (ops : inc1 r) =L (ops : getX r) + 1
Let the terms getX , setX and inc1 abbreviate the respective projection functions from
triples of operations. The type of points Point is de ned with the type constructor Object .
Point def
= Object SigPoint SpecPoint

We de ne a concrete object MyPoint of type Point with representation type nat and initial
value 3 by the object introduction rule ObjectIntro . The operations are implemented as:
opsPoint def
= (n : nat : n; n : nat : m : nat : m; n : nat : n + 1) : SigPoint nat :

The pair prfsPoint : SpecPoint nat opsPoint of correctness proofs for the two equations is
immediate by re exivity of Leibniz's equality. Putting it all together by object introduction
yields a concrete point of type Point :
MyPoint def
= ObjectIntro 3 opsPoint prfsPoint

10

Generic methods So far, we have means to encapsulate the state of objects by exis-

tential quanti cation. As mentioned before, we also need a mechanism to gain disciplined
access to the objects, using the operations and the proofs mentioned in the interface. The
generic methods are functions that open the objects and use the internal operations and
proofs to perform the requested manipulations. If the operations ops of an object have
type Sig Rep , the type of the generic functional methods meths is Sig (Object Sig Spec ).
The generic version of proofs of Spec Rep ops has type Spec (Object Sig Spec ) meths . In
the point example, the generic methods methsPoint have type SigPoint Point = (Point !
nat )  (Point ! nat ! Point )  (Point ! Point ) and the generic version of the rst
equation is 8p : Point : 8n : nat : methsPoint : getX (methsPoint : setX p n) =L n. As can
be seen from their types, the generic methods are to be de ned generically for all objects,
i.e. independently of any internal implementation.
The generic methods discussed above invoke the internal operations and proofs of objects with a speci c interface. Subtyping should facilitate the use of generic methods for
more re ned objects, e.g. the application of the points' methods to colored points, providing additional operations and proofs dealing with the color. It is not enough, however,
to be able to apply the generic methods to more re ned objects, as the state-modifying
methods have to return objects of the subtype, too. For example, the type of the method
overwriting the x-coordinate of points should be 8P  Point : P ! nat ! P . It is
well known [Pie92] that only trivial functions inhabit this type. The solution proposed
for F! is to use the subtype polymorphism not on the type of objects, but on their signature, resulting in 8 Sig  SigPoint : (Object Sig ) ! nat ! (Object Sig ) as the type
for the setX method. In Section 2.3.1 we have encoded the subtype relation as pairs of
extraction and update functions. Since for the above subtype relation on the signatures,
the update part is not needed, we represent the relation simply by an extraction function. In contrast to the model of Pierce und Turner we have to deal with the proof-part as
well, assigning the extraction function the type 8 Rep : ? : ( ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops ) !
 ops : SigPoint Rep : SpecPoint Rep ops .

Example 2.7 (Generic methods for points) Assume implicitly a signature Sig : ? !
? and a speci cation Spec : 8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! ?. Assume further a function coercion of
type 8 Rep : ? : ( ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops ) !  ops : SigPoint Rep : SpecPoint Rep ops .
To ease readability we abbreviate the rst and second projection function of the  type
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by ops and prfs respectively. The generic method Point 0setX is de ned as follows:
Point 0 setX def
=  o : Object Sig Spec :
 n : nat :
open ( Rep : ? : Rep  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops )
( : Object Sig Spec : Object Sig Spec )
( Rep : ? :
 stateopsprfs : Rep  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops :
let state = stateopsprfs :1
opsprfs = stateopsprfs :2
in ObjectIntro ((coercion Rep opsprfs ): ops : setX state n)
opsprfs : ops
opsprfs : prfs )

o

: (Object Sig Spec ) ! nat ! (Object Sig Spec )
The methods Point 0 getX : (Object Sig Spec ) ! nat and Point 0 inc1 : (Object Sig Spec ) !
(Object Sig Spec ) can be de ned analogously.
In a similar way, the generic proof methods for points are obtained by opening the
point and accessing the corresponding internal proof.

Example 2.8 (Generic proof methods for points) As in the previous example, assume implicitly a signature Sig , a speci cation Spec , and a coercion function coercion .
The generic proof method for the rst equation Point 0 prf1 is de ned as follows:
Point 0 prf1 def
=  o : Object Sig Spec :
 n : nat :
open ( Rep : ? : Rep  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops )
(o0 : Object Sig Spec :
Point 0 getX coercion (Point 0 setX coercion o0 n) =L n)
( Rep : ? :
 stateopsprfs : Rep  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops :
let state
= stateopsprfs :1
opsprfs
= stateopsprfs :2
opsprfsPoint = coercion Rep opsprfs
in opsprfsPoint : prfs :1 state n)

o

: 8o : Object Sig Spec : 8n : nat :
Point 0 getX coercion (Point 0setX coercion o n) =L n
The generic proof Point 0prf2 of the second equation has type 8o : Object Sig Spec : 8n : nat :
Point 0 getX coercion (Point 0 inc1 coercion r) =L (Point 0 getX coercion r) + 1 and can be
de ned analogously.
12

We have illustrated the generic methods on the speci c example of points. For a
restricted set of signatures it is possible to de ne the generic methods uniformly [HP92],
namely for signatures of the form  Rep : ? : Rep ! (T Rep ), where T is positive in its
argument Rep .
The restriction to positive signatures excludes the de nition of binary generic methods
such as Point ! Point ! bool since they would need to compare the state of two points
of arbitrary representation types; but these are hidden by the existential quanti er. The
price for using weak existential quanti cation for hiding has been discussed already for
abstract data types in [MP88] and [Mac86]. (Cf. [BCC 95] for a detailed discussion of
problems related with binary methods in typed object-oriented programming languages.)
In the example of points, we were able to de ne the generic functional methods, since
the signature is in principle of the above form. Instead of SigPoint , we could have used
 Rep : ? : Rep ! (nat  (nat ! Rep )  Rep ) as well; for presentational purposes, we
have chosen the form of signature from De nition 2.6.
+

Objects without proof components In the previous sections we have emphasised the

advantage of packing programs and proofs together in the objects. In the context of formal
veri cation the given arguments are justi ed, but they don't apply if the objects are to be
executed. For this purpose the proofs are ballast; worse still they are big. As programs and
proofs form a pair, we can jettison the proofs simply by projecting out the programs. To
take care of encapsulation, we open the objects rst, then extract the programs, and nally
repack the objects without the proofs. The type of the resulting trim objects coincides
with the one given in [PT94].

De nition 2.9 (Type of objects without proof component) Assuming a signature
Sig : ? ! ? the type of objects without proof component is given as:
Object e = 9 Rep : ? : Rep  (Sig Rep )
De ning the function forget prfs of type 8 Sig : ? ! ? : 8 Spec :(8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! ?):
(Object Sig Spec ) ! (Object e Sig ) which forgets the proof-part of objects, is analogous
def

to de ning generic methods.

De nition 2.10 (Objects without proof component) Assuming implicitly a representation type Rep , a signature Sig , and a speci cation Spec , the term for forgetting the
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proof component is de ned as:
forget prfs def
=  o : Object Sig Spec :
open ( Rep : ? : Rep  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops )
( : Object Sig Spec : Object e Sig )
( Rep : ? :
 stateopsprfs : Rep  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops :
let state
= stateopsprfs :1
operations = stateopsprfs :2:ops
in pack ( Rep : ? : Rep  (Sig Rep ))
Rep
(state ; operations ))

o

: (Object Sig Spec ) ! (Object e Sig )

2.3.3 Classes

As informally explained in Section 2.2, a class determines the implementation of its instances. Since we have extended the interface of objects with a speci cation, a class has
not only to provide the code of the operations, but a proof of its correctness as well.
We cannot yet implement the class for a xed representation type, say ClassR, since the
mechanism of inheritance may extend and change the representation type. So the signature
and the speci cation both have to refer to a representation type Rep , as yet indeterminate.
Of course we cannot expect to program non-trivial operations and proofs for an arbitrary
representation type Rep . Constraining the possible representation types to subtypes of
the xed ClassR gives the necessary connection between the two types in terms of the
extraction and update function: the laws of De nition 2.1 guarantee that the operations
will behave correctly on the ClassR part of its subtype Rep without compromising the
rest. The representation type Rep remains provisional as long as we create subclasses by
inheritance. It will be xed, i.e. identi ed with the representation type of the corresponding
class, only when an instance of the class is generated. Hence we could write the type of
a class with xed representation type ClassR, signature Sig , and speci cation Spec as
8 Rep : ? : (Rep  ClassR) !  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops .
So far, though, we have not said a word about self-methods and self-proofs. The
possibility of self-reference to operations and proofs in classes is the key to the exibility of
inheritance. In this functional setting, self-reference is simply achieved by assuming self as
a variable of type  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops , i.e. the implementation is abstracted over
this variable, giving classes the following type.
De nition 2.11 (Type of classes) Assume a representation type ClassR : ?, a signature
Sig : ? ! ?, and a speci cation Spec : 8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! ?. The type of classes is given
as:
Class = 8 Rep : ? : (Rep  ClassR) !
 ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops !  ops : Sig Rep : Spec Rep ops
def
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A xed point operator will be used to resolve the functional abstraction on self at instantiation time; this will be discussed in the following section.
Again we illustrate the de ntion by our running example.

Example 2.12 (Class of points) The type PointClass of classes of points with repre-

sentation type nat , signature SigPoint , and speci cation SpecPoint (cf. Example 2.6) is
constructed by means of the type constructor Class :
PointClass def
= Class nat SigPoint SpecPoint

We de ne a concrete class MyPointClass of type PointClass as pair of the operations and
of their correctness proofs. The abstraction over self allows reference to the self-methods
and self-proofs.
MyPointClass def
=  Rep : ?
 gp : Rep  nat :
 self : ( ops : SigPoint Rep : SpecPoint Rep ops ):
hopsPointClass ; prfsPointClass i

The operations of the class are implemented as the following triple:
opsPointClass = ( r : Rep : (get gp ) r;
(getX )
r : Rep : n : nat : (put gp ) r n;
(setX )
r : Rep : self : ops : setX r (self : ops : getX r) + 1 ) (inc1 )
Finally, we have to prove the correctness of the three operations just de ned, i.e. give an
element prfsPointClass of type SpecPoint Rep opsPointClass .
The rst equation of the speci cation
8r : Rep : 8n : nat : opsPointClass : getX (opsPointClass : setX r n) =L n
only contains operations not depending on self . Using their implementation it reduces to:
8r : Rep : 8n : nat : (get gp ) ((put gp ) r n) =L n
The equation coincides with the rst law for get and put, accessible by (gpOK gp ):1.
The speci cation's second equation postulates the correct behaviour of the increment
operation, which is de ned in terms of self :
8r : Rep : opsPointClass : getX (opsPointClass : inc1 r) =L (opsPointClass : getX r) + 1
which -reduces to
8r : Rep : (get gp )(self : ops : setX r (self : ops : getX r) + 1) =L ((get gp ) r) + 1
4

The example may suggest that the two functions get and put for the subtype relation were tailored to
encode the two methods getX and setX . Conversely the simple example was taken to illustrate the two
crucial manipulations of state: reading and updating.
4
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This equation, though, is not provable in the present situation. The reason is that there
is no way to relate the implementation of the methods, in the above equation the function
get as implementation of the getX method, with the operations referred to by self . In
the current encoding of classes, a richer speci cation would not help, since the necessary
connection cannot even be speci ed. This does not imply that proofs about self methods
are impossible at this stage. It is possible to prove equations involving only self methods,
but not, as in the above equation, those involving both self and other methods. Section 3
will discuss this problem and propose solutions.

2.3.4 Instantiation
The instantiation operator new is a function that generates a new object when applied to a
class and an initial value. As explained in the previous section, a class does not provide an
implementation of objects for a xed representation type ClassR, but for any representation
type Rep  ClassR. At instantiation, the representation type becomes xed, i.e. identi ed
with ClassR. In addition, classes are abstracted over the variable self . This dependency
has to be resolved, ensuring that self now refers to the class being instantiated.
In [PT92], this dependency was resolved by using a xed point operator. In strongly
normalising calculi such as the calculus of construction, of course, the general xed point
operator of type 8A : Type : (A ! A) ! A is not de nable and assuming a term x of this
type makes the system inconsistent.
Approximating the xed point operator x by a sequence x ; x ; : : : of xed point
operators, where x i = f x i , as proposed by Martin-Lof in [ML90], does preserve the
consistency of the CC, but destroys strong normalisation and thus makes equality undecidable. Fixed points do their damage by permitting unlimited iterations of functions.
But we are not interested in classes whose instantiation requires unlimited iterations, because we do not regard self-methods a means to introduce general recursion to the programming language. We therefore restrict ourselves to those classes for which bounded
iterations are enough to resolve the self-methods. Thus, consistency and normalisation are
preserved at the price of having to give a number n of function iterations and an iteration basis basis for every resolution of self-methods. To this end, the iteration operator
nat iter : 8A j Type : A ! (A ! A) ! nat ! A is used as de ned in the Lego-library.
5

0

1

+1

6

De nition 2.13 (Instantiation) Assuming implicitly a representation type ClassR, a
The term x false (f : false : f ) proves the absurd proposition false .
In [Aud93], an extension of the calculus of constructions with xed points for the universe of programs
is proposed.
5
6
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signature Sig , and a speci cation Spec , the instantiation operator new is de ned as:
new def
=  class : Class ClassR Sig Spec :
 state : ClassR :
 basis :  ops : Sig ClassR : Spec ClassR ops
n : nat :
let opsprfs = nat iter basis (class ClassR (re  ClassR)) n
in (ObjectIntro state opsprfs : ops opsprfs : prfs )
: (Class ClassR Sig Spec ) ! ClassR !
( ops : Sig ClassR : Spec ClassR ops ) ! nat ! Object Sig Spec
This instantiation operator neither guarantees that after the given number of function
iterations the self-methods and self-proofs are resolved, nor that they are resolvable at all.
To ensure this, the de nition can easily be modi ed so that the programmer has to prove
that nat iter basis (class ClassR (re  ClassR)) n is indeed a xed point of the function
class ClassR (re  ClassR). A de nition assuring the xed point property of the iteration
will be given in Section 3. Generating an appropriate number of function-iterations could
be automated by a partially decidable algorithm.

Example 2.14 (Instance of points) An object MyPointInstance with x-coordinate 3

is instantiated from the class PointClass by means of the instantiation operator new .
Only two iterations are needed to resolve the self-methods; thereafter the variable self has
disappeared.
basis :  ops : SigPoint nat : SpecPoint nat ops
MyPointInstance = new MyPointClass 3 basis 2
In this example, the iteration basis basis is merely assumed. This is dangerous in general,
as there is no guarantee that the speci cation is satis able at all. To ensure consistency,
an inhabitant of  ops : SigPoint nat : SpecPoint nat ops is needed as basis for the iteration
instead of just assuming it. This would amount to a whole implementation including the
correctness proofs, but without the use of self . A partially decidable algorithm could be
used to provide such a basis by iterating the implementation given by the programmer
until the variable self is resolved completely.
def

2.3.5 Inheritance
Inheritance allows to de ne new classes by means of already de ned ones. As in the object
model of F! , inheritance is represented by a function inherit which generates the subclass
when applied to a superclass and to a function build . The argument build serves as an
instruction how to construct the subclass from the implementation of the superclass.
Like any class, the subclass has to be implemented for an arbitrary subtype Rep of its
representation type SubR. To use the implementation of the superclass in the subclass,
we have to ensure that the operations of the superclass work on Rep as well. A proof of
SubR  SuperR together with transitivity of the subtype relation suces.
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Late binding requires that the variable self in the inherited operations and proofs must
not refer to the operations and proofs of the superclass, but to the ones of the present class
instead. Therefore, self of the superclass cannot be resolved by a xed point operator, but
the self of the subclass is supplied to the superclass | after an appropriate transformation
with coercion .

De nition 2.15 (Inheritance) Assume implicitly a representation type SuperR : ?, a
signature SuperSig : ? ! ?, and a speci cation SuperSpec : 8 Rep : ? : (SuperSig Rep ) !

? of the superclass. In addition, for the subclass a representation type SubR, a signature SubSig , and a speci cation SubSpec correspondingly. Finally, assume a proof
gp SubRSuperR : SubR  SuperR and a function coercion : 8 Rep : ? : ( ops : SubSig Rep :
SubSpec Rep ops ) !  ops : SuperSig Rep : SuperSpec Rep ops . The inheritance operator is
de ned as follows:
inherit =  SuperClass : Class SuperR SuperSig SuperSpec :
 build : 8 Rep : ? : (Rep  SubR) !
(gp RepSubR )
( ops : SuperSig Rep : SuperSpec Rep ops ) ! (super )
( ops : SubSig Rep : SubSpec Rep ops ) !
(self )
 ops : SubSig Rep : SubSpec Rep ops :
(  Rep : ? :
 gp Rep SubR : Rep  SubR :
 self :  ops : SubSig Rep : SubSpec Rep ops :
def

build Rep
gp RepSubR
(SuperClass Rep
(trans  gp RepSubR gp SubRSuperR )
(coercion Rep self ))
self )
: (Class SuperR SuperSig SuperSpec )
!
(8 Rep : ? : (Rep  SubR) !
( ops : SuperSig Rep : SuperSpec Rep ops ) !
( ops : SubSig Rep : SubSpec Rep ops ) !
 ops : SubSig Rep : SubSpec Rep ops )
!
(Class SubR SubSig SubSpec )
Continuing the example, we use inheritance to construct a class of colored points. Thus
assume a type Color : ? together with elements blue ; red ; : : : In addition to the operations
getX , setX and inc1 of points, the class of colored points contains the operations inc2 and
getC , where the operation inc2 increments the coordinate by two and getC extracts the
color.

Example 2.16 (Colored points) The signature of colored points SigCPoint extends the
signature of points SigPoint by the types of the operations inc2 and getC , abstracted over
18

a representation type Rep :
SigCPoint def
=  Rep : ? : (SigPoint Rep )  ((|Rep !
Rep )}  (|Rep !{zColor )})
{z
inc2

getC

For the speci cation SpecCPoint , assume an arbitrary representation type Rep and operations ops : SigCPoint Rep . Let opspoint stand for ops :1 and opsnew for ops :2. The
speci cation extends the speci cation SpecPoint of points by three equations.
SpecCPoint def
= (SpecPoint Rep opspoint )
(8r : Rep : opspoint : getX (opsnew : inc2 r) =L
(opspoint : getX r) + 2
8r : Rep : opsnew : getC (opsnew : inc2 r) =L blue
8r : Rep : 8n : nat : opsnew : getC (opspoint : setX r n) =L blue )
The functions inc2 and getC thereby denote the projection functions of pairs. To simplify
the further exposition, we pretend that the operations form a at quintuple. We also use
names such as getX , setX etc. for the appropriate projection functions, when the meaning
is clear from the context. The same convention shall apply to the proofs. Now, we de ne a
class MyCPointClass with representation type (nat  Color ) by means of the inheritance
operator inherit .
MyCPointClass def
= inherit (nat  Color ) SigCPoint SpecCPoint
gp
coercion
MyPointClass
( Rep : ? :
 gp Rep (nat  Color ) : Rep  (nat  Color )
 super : ( ops : SigPoint Rep : SpecPoint Rep ops )
 self : ( ops : SigCPoint Rep : SpecCPoint Rep ops )
hopsCPointClass ; prfsCPointClass i)
: Class (nat  Color ) SigCPoint SpecCPoint

The term gp : (nat  Color )  nat is a dependent triple consisting of the get and put
functions nc : (nat  Color ) : nc:1 and nc : (nat  Color ) : n : nat : (n; nc:2) together
with the veri cation of the required laws, which is straightforward using the -rule for
pairs. The coercion function coercion simply forgets the new operations and the new
proofs.
To implement the operations opsCPointClass , we inherit getX and inc1 from the superclass of points. To illustrate late binding, the operation setX of the colored point class
arti cially sets the color to blue . The operation inc2 uses the operation inc1 of the pointclass twice and getC simply extracts the color. In the de nition of the operations, the
7

7

The -rule is provided by the inductive de nition of the pair from the Lego-library.
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variables self and super allow references to the methods of the colored point class and the
point class respectively.
opsCPointClass = ( r : Rep : super : ops : getX r;
(getX )
r : Rep : n : nat :
(put gp Rep nat  Color ) r (n ; blue );
(setX )
r : Rep : super : ops : inc1 r;
(inc1 )
r : Rep : super : ops : inc1 (super : ops : inc1 r); (inc2 )
r : Rep : ((get gp Rep nat  Color ) r):2 )
(getC )
Finally, we have to prove the correctness of the ve operations just de ned, i.e. give an
element prfsCPointClass of type SpecCPoint Rep opsCPointClass .
We have to postpone the discussion of the rst and the fourth equation since at this
stage it is not possible to prove propositions relating the variable super with get and
put . The problem is similar to the one for self encountered in the encoding of classes
(cf. Example 2.12) and will be addressed in the next section.
The second equation on page 19 reduces to super : ops : getX (super : ops : inc1 r) =L
(super : ops : getX r) + 1, which coincides with the type of super : prfs :2. Hence, the
inherited proof super : prfs :2 shows the correctness of the current equation. This equation
demonstrates that it is possible to inherit correctness proofs to verify inherited operations.
Note that the situation of the previous equation is not as simple as the proof might suggest.
The operation inc1 in the subclass refers, as in the super class, via self to the setX
operation, which we have changed in the subclass. Due to late binding, this also a ects
the implementation of inc1 . Nevertheless, the inheritance of the proof works, since we
have not altered the behaviour of setX on the point part.
This way of reasoning is not restricted to situations where the inherited proof is reused
without modi cation. New equations of a subclass can also be proven by proof inheritance,
as can be seen in the third equation.
This equation -reduces to super : ops : getX (super : ops : inc1 (super : ops : inc1 r)) =L
(super : ops : getX r) + 2 and can be shown by employing the inherited proof super : prfs :2
twice.
The last equation can be established easily with the laws for get and put, even though
the point part of setX is inherited and in the equation super is mixed with get and put .
This is feasible because the de nition of the point part is irrelevant for the proof.
(

)

(

)

8

3 Proofs over self-methods
In this section we improve the encoding of classes, instantiation, and inheritance, to overcome the diculties with proofs over methods with late binding. The de nitions of objects,
generic methods, and generic proof methods remain unchanged.
8

In the sequel, we elide leading universal quanti cation over r : Rep and n : nat .
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3.1 Classes

As seen in the previous section, we can cope with equations about non late binding methods. We have also mentioned in Example 2.12 that some equations with self methods are
provable, namely if the speci cation of the self methods suces to establish the properties
to be shown. In many cases, especially when self methods appear together with non-self
methods, we are stuck. The reason is that, by late binding, the self methods may refer to
operations of subclasses whereas the non-self methods refer to the special implementation
of the present class. For instance, in Example 2.12 we cannot expect to prove the second
equation in the speci cation of points, relating the implementations of getX and inc1 :
(get gp )(self : ops : setX r (self : ops : getX r) + 1) =L ((get gp ) r) + 1
(1)
since we do not know how the setX method in subclasses will behave together with the
current implementation get gp of the getX method. The only thing we know about the
self-operations is that they satisfy the speci cation; the veri cation cannot rely on any
details of the implementation.
At rst sight, a solution could be to include details of the implementation into the
speci cation. In the example, one could think of adding the equation ops : getX =L get gp
to the speci cation of points. This would give the desired connection between self and the
present implementation: self : getX =L get gp . Such a speci cation of internal details is
clearly unwanted since it xes the implementation also for the subclasses, which will have
to satisfy the extended speci cation, too. Even worse: including implementation details
into the objects' interfaces misses the point of encapsulation, whose purpose is to abstract
away from details.
The previous analysis shows that without restriction on the implementation of the subclasses Equation (1) is simply not true in the class PointClass . Nevertheless, after solving
the self-operations of the point class by a xed point the equation becomes provable. The
operations self : getX and self : setX then get replaced by their implementation, yielding:
(get gp ) ((put gp ) r ((|get{zgp )} r) + 1) =L ((|get{zgp }) r) + 1
(1i)
| {z } | {z }
9

getX

setX

getX

getX

This equation follows from the rst equation in the speci cation of points. This observation
applies not only to the class of points itself, but to all of its subclasses: upon instantiation,
the self gets replaced by the implementation, then of course by the implementation of the
respective subclass. The second equation then takes the form:
impl : getX (impl : setX r (impl : getX r) + 1) =L (impl : getX r) + 1
(1sc)
where impl : getX and impl : setX are the concrete implementation of the methods getX
and setX , thus satisfying at least the speci cation of points. Again we can use the rst
equation of SpecPoint for the proof.
An extension to the encoding presented so far to specify such details has been presented in [Nar95]
using ideas of [HP96].
9
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This suggests providing a uniform proof inside the class of points, one not relying on
the concrete implementation of getX , but only on the satisfaction of the rst equation
of SpecPoint . Therefore we replace the implementation of getX in Equation (1) by the
abstract operation self : ops : getX :
self :ops :getX (self :ops :setX r (self :ops :getX r) + 1) =L (self :ops :getX r) + 1
(10)
This modi cation is no real change for the instances of the class, since after substituting the
resolved self operations for self : ops , the new speci cation coincides with the original one.
To do so, the instantiation of the operations must be performed before the instantiation
of the proofs. Hence the single xed point must be splitted into two: one for the methods
and one for the proofs, the second one depending on the rst.
Since a generalised speci cation Spec 0 will contain the abstract self-versions of some
methods together with the unchanged methods, it has to take both of them as parameters,
and thus has type 8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! (Sig Rep ) ! ?. As explained, it should be no
stronger than the original speci cation Spec in the sense that, if the xed point of the
operations has been resolved, both speci cations must coincide, i.e. for all representation
types Rep and all operations ops we require Spec 0 Rep ops ops =L Spec Rep ops and hence
can take this equation as de nition for the ungeneralised speci cation Spec .
De nition 3.1 (Type of classes) Assume0 a representation type ClassR : ?, a signature
Sig : ? ! ?, a generalised speci cation Spec : 8 Rep : ? : (Sig Rep ) ! (Sig Rep ) ! ?. Let
the term Spec stand for  Rep : ? :  ops :(Sig Rep ): Spec 0 Rep ops ops , which denotes the
ungeneralised version of the speci cation Spec 0. The type of classes is then given as:
Class = 8 Rep : ? : (Rep  ClassR) !
f :(Sig Rep ) ! Sig Rep :
8 selfops : Sig Rep : (Spec Rep selfops ) ! Spec 0 Rep (f selfops ) selfops
The rest of the section is concerned with adapting instantiation and inheritance. Before
starting with instantiation, we complete the class of points with the new de nition. The
type of points and their signature remain unchanged. The original speci cation SpecPoint
is slightly generalised to SpecPoint 0, which we shall de ne now.
Example 3.2 (Class of points) Assuming a representation type Rep , concrete operations ops , and abstract operations selfops of type SigPoint Rep , the generalised speci cation of points is given as SpecPoint 0 =
8r : Rep :8 n : nat : ops : getX (ops : setX r n ) =L n
8r : Rep :
selfops : getX (ops : inc1 r) =L (selfops : getX r) + 1
The speci cation SpecPoint =  Rep : ? :  ops :(SigPoint Rep ): SpecPoint 0 Rep ops ops is
de ned by identifying ops and selfops of the speci cation SpecPoint 0.
The type PointClass with representation type nat , signature SigPoint and generalised
speci cation SpecPoint 0, is constructed by means of the type constructor Class :
PointClass = Class nat SigPoint SpecPoint 0
def

def

def

def
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The concrete class MyPointClass is again a pair of operations and correctness proofs.
MyPointClass def
=  Rep : ? :  gp : Rep  nat : hopsPointClass ; prfsPointClass i

As we saw, the self reference to the operations and the proofs is no longer achieved by the
single variable self , but by two distinct variables: selfops and selfprfs . The implementation
of the operations can be used without change:
opsPointClass =  selfops : SigPoint Rep :
(r : Rep : (get gp ) r;
(getX )
r : Rep : n : nat : (put gp ) r n;
(setX )
r : Rep : selfops : setX r (selfops : getX r) + 1) (inc1 )
Finally, we have to prove the correctness of the three operations just de ned, i.e. assuming
selfops : SigPoint Rep and selfprfs : SpecPoint Rep selfops , give an element prfsPointClass
of type SpecPoint 0 Rep (opsPointClass selfops ) selfops . The proof of the rst equation is
identical to the one in the old de nition of this class. The second equation, the one we
had to modify, now -reduces to Equation (10); the self-proof selfprfs :1 : 8r : Rep : 8n : nat :
selfops : getX (selfops : setX r n) =L n is used to prove it.

3.2 Instantiation

Next we adapt the instantiation function to deal with the modi ed de nition of classes.
The main change is that, rst, new computes the xed point operations of the function
f : (Sig Rep ) ! Sig Rep , which implements the operations abstracted over self , and afterwards resolves the correctness proofs of operations . Formally though, it is not possible to
solve the proof part of classes directly by iteration, since we cannot iterate a function of
type (Spec Rep operations ) ! Spec 0 Rep (f operations ) operations . But by the de nition
of Spec , and the fact that operations is a xed point of f we know that the equation
Spec 0 Rep (f operations ) operations =L Spec Rep operations holds.

De nition 3.3 (Instantiation) Assuming implicitly
a representation type ClassR, a sig0

nature Sig , and a generalised speci cation Spec . Let the term Spec stand for the ungeneralised speci cation  Rep : ? :  ops :(Sig Rep ): Spec 0 Rep ops ops : The instantiation
operator is then de ned as:
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new def
=  class : Class ClassR Sig Spec Spec 0 Spec 0 ok :
 state : ClassR :
 opsbasis : Sig ClassR :
 n : nat :
let opsprfs = class ClassR (re  ClassR)
operations = nat iter opsbasis opsprfs : ops n
in  selfopsresolved : opsprfs : ops operations =L operations :
 prfsbasis : Spec ClassR operations :
 m : nat :
let proofs = nat iter prfsbasis (h (opsprfs : prfs operations )) m
in  selfprfsresolved : (h (opsprfs : prfs operations )) proofs =L proofs :
ObjectIntro ClassR operations proofs

The function h of type ((Spec ClassR operations ) ! (Spec 0 ClassR (opsprfs : ops operations )
operations )) ! ((Spec ClassR operations ) ! (Spec ClassR operations )) performs the required adaption of types using selfopsresolved and substitutability of equality.

Example 3.4 (Instance of points) The instantiation for points remains basically un-

changed. Again, only two iterations are needed to resolve the self-methods. For the proof
part, two iterations suce as well, but, of course, in general the numbers of iterations may
be di erent. After having reached the xed point, the proofs of stability are trivial by
re exivity of Leibniz's equality.

3.3 Inheritance

The last de nition to align is the one for inheritance. The basic mechanisms remain
unchanged, but the encoding now has to deal with the operations and the proofs separately.
We also solve the problem of mixing inherited operations with newly implemented ones,
encountered in Example 2.16. The problem resembles the one that led to the rede nition
of classes: there is no connection between the variable superops , denoting the operations of
the super class, and the newly implemented operations. The solution, though, is simpler
than the one for self , since superops stands for an already existing implementation. In the
function build , we simply have to make available the fact that superops really stands for
the operations of the super class.

De nition 3.5 (Inheritance) Assume implicitly a representation type SuperR, and a

signature SuperSig , as in De nition 2.15. In addition assume implicitly a generalised
speci cation SuperSpec0 : 8 Rep : ? : (SuperSig Rep ) ! (SuperSig Rep ) ! ?. Furthermore
assume a representation type SubR, a signature SubSig , and a generalised speci cation
SubSpec 0 for the subclass. Let the terms SuperSpec and SubSpec stand for the ungeneralised speci cations as in De nition 3.1. Finally assume proofs gp SubRSuperR : SubR 
SuperR and two coercion functions co sig : 8 Rep : ? : (SubSig Rep ) ! SuperSig Rep and
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co spec of type 8 Rep : ? : 8 selfops : SubSig Rep : (SubSpec Rep selfops ) ! SuperSpec Rep
(co sig Rep selfops ). The inheritance operator is de ned as follows:
inherit def
=  SuperClass : Class SuperR SuperSig SuperSpec 0 :
 build : 8 Rep : ? : 8 gp RepSubR : Rep  SubR :
8 superops : SuperSig Rep :
 f :(SubSig Rep ) ! SubSig Rep ;
let gp Rep SuperR = trans  gp Rep SubR gp SubRSuperR
super = SuperClass Rep gp Rep SuperR
in 8 selfops : SubSig Rep :
(superops =L super : ops (co sig Rep selfops )) !
(SuperSpec 0 Rep superops (co sig Rep selfops )) !
(SubSpec Rep selfops ) ! SubSpec 0 Rep (f selfops ) selfops
(  Rep : ? :  gp Rep SubR : Rep  SubR :
let gp Rep SuperR = trans  gp Rep SubR gp SubRSuperR
super
= SuperClass Rep gp Rep SuperR
opsprfs
=  selfops : SubSig Rep :
build Rep gp Rep SubR
(super : ops (co sig Rep selfops ))
in h selfops : SubSig Rep : (opsprfs selfops ): ops selfops ;
 selfops : SubSig Rep :
 selfprfs : SubSpec Rep selfops :
(opsprfs selfops ): prfs selfops
(re =L super : ops (co sig Rep selfops ))
(super : prfs (co sig Rep selfops )
(co spec Rep selfops selfprfs ))
selfprfs i
) : Class SubR SubSig SubSpec 0
Continuing with the example of colored points, we don not need to change the de nitions
of CPoint , SigCPoint , and SpecPoint of Section 2.6. To complete the example, we de ne
a generalised speci cation SpecCPoint 0.

Example 3.6 (Colored points) For the generalised speci cation SpecCPoint 0, assume

an arbitrary representation type Rep , concrete operations ops , and abstract operations
selfops of type SigCPoint Rep .
SpecCPoint 0 = (SpecPoint 0 Rep ops selfops ) 
(8r : Rep : selfops : getX (ops : inc2 r) =L (selfops : getX r) + 2
8r : Rep : selfops : getC (ops : inc2 r) =L blue
8r : Rep : 8n : nat : ops : getC (ops : setX r n) =L blue )
Now we de ne a class MyCPointClass with representation type (nat  Color ) by means
of the inheritance operator inherit . For the de nition of gp : (nat  Color )  nat we refer
def
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to Example 2.16. The two terms co sig and co spec denote the natural coercion functions
from colored points to points.
MyCPointClass def
= inherit (nat  Color ) SigCPoint SpecCPoint 0
gp co sig co spec
PointClass
(  Rep : ? :
 gp Rep (nat  Color ) : Rep  (nat  Color )
 superops : SigPoint Rep
hopsCPointClass ; prfsCPointClass i)
: Class (nat  Color ) SigCPoint SpecCPoint 0
The implementation of the operations is given by the quintuple opsCPointClass abstracted
over the self operations.
opsCPointClass =  selfops : SigCPoint Rep :
( r : Rep : superops : getX r;
r : Rep : n : nat :
(put gp Rep(nat  Color )) r (n ; blue );
r : Rep : superops : inc1 r;
r : Rep : superops : inc1 (selfops : inc1 r);
r : Rep : ((get gp Rep(nat  Color )) r):2 )

(getX )
(setX )
(inc1 )
(inc2 )
(getC )

The reader may have noticed that, compared with the corresponding de nition on
page 20, we have slightly complicated the implementation of the inc2 method. In the
veri cation we shall see how the new encoding of classes and objects can also deal with a
mixture of self and super , as employed here in the implementation of inc2 .
With the new encoding all equations of the colored point class are provable. Assuming
selfops : SigCPoint Rep , a proof superops ok :(superops =L super : ops (co sig Rep selfops )),
the reference to the proofs of the super class of points superprfs : SpecPoint 0 Rep superops
(co sig Rep selfops ), and the self proofs selfprfs :(SpecCPoint Rep selfops ), we have to prove
the speci cation SpecCPoint 0 Rep (opsCPoint selfops ) selfops . In the following, we abbreviate the implementation opsCPoint selfops of colored points as Cops .
Since the setX operation has been reimplemented for colored points, the inherited
proof of the rst equation of the point class is of no use for proving the respective equation Cops : getX (Cops : setX r n ) =L Cops : getX r of the colored points. This equation
-reduces to:
superops : getX ((put gp Rep  nat  Color ) r (n ; blue )) =L n
(

)

Using superops ok , the variable superops can be replaced by the implementation of the
point class, yielding:
((get gp Rep nat  Color ) ((put gp Rep  nat  Color ) r (n ; blue ))):1 =L n
(

)

(

)
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This is immediate by the laws for get and put.
The new encoding with the generalised speci cations still admits inheriting proofs for
equations containing only inherited methods. So the proof for the second equation can
instantly be obtained by superprfs :2, as in Example 2.16.
The proof of the third equation selfops : getX (Cops : inc2 r ) =L (selfops : getX r ) + 2
shows, that it is also possible to prove equations, where methods, referenced by super are
mixed with self methods. The equation -reduces to
selfops : getX (superops : inc1 (selfops : inc1 r )) =L (selfops : getX r ) + 2
The knowledge about the implementation of the superclass of points (superops ok ) allows
to infer
selfops : getX (selfops : setX r ((selfops : getX (selfops : inc1 r )) + 1))
for the left hand side of the equation. The rst proof selfprfs :1 is used to replace this by
selfops : getX (selfops : inc1 r ) + 1 and selfprfs :2 to equate it with selfops : getX r + 2 as
desired.
The fourth equation selfops : getC (Cops : inc2 r ) =L blue expands into
selfops : getC (superops : inc1 (selfops : inc1 r ) =L blue
whose left hand side can further be developed to
selfops : getC (selfops : setX (selfops : inc1 r ) (selfops : getX (selfops : inc1 r )) + 1)
with the help of superops ok . Specialising the fth proof selfprfs :5 to r = selfops : inc1 r
and n = selfops : getX (selfops : inc1 r ))+1 shows the equality of this expression with blue .
The last equation Cops : getC (Cops : setX r n ) =L blue nally, containing only new
methods or reimplemented ones, can be proven directly using the implementation of the
colored point class.

4 Conclusion
Building upon the object-model of [PT94] and [HP96], this paper presented a formalization
of the semantics of object-oriented features in sucient detail to support program veri cation. By augmenting the interface of objects by a speci cation of its behaviour, we demonstrated how object-oriented structuring techniques can be usefully employed in organising
the proofs as well. The complete formalization also enforces disciplined arrangementss to
deal with the mass of detail. We see it as con rmation of the utility of computer-aided
formalization in general, and Lego in particular; without computer support would not have
been possible.
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Comparison with other work
In Lego much work has been done in formalising mathematical theories and also in the eld
of program speci cation and veri cation [Luo92] [BM93] [Sch93] [Hof92] [Sch93] [Wan92]
to mention several. While there is an increasing body of work about the semantic foundations of object-oriented programming, notably in the area of typed functional calculi
(see [GM94]), there are still only a few investigations about veri cation of speci c objectoriented programs.
Leavens and Wheil in a series of papers [Lea88, Lea90, Lea91, LW94, Lea93] investigate
modular speci cation and veri cation of object-oriented programs featuring subtype polymorphism and late-binding. Modular veri cation in their setting means: adding a new type
to a program must not call for recoding, respeci cation or reveri cation of old modules. In
the presence of subtyping, the aim is to use the proofs for objects of the supertype also for
objects of all subtypes without change. The problem with late binding methods for veri cation is that on the one hand one wishes a \static" veri cation of properties for objects of
a given class, but on the other hand inheritance and late-binding of methods can lead to
a di erent semantics in subsequent subclasses. The solution presented is to separate the
implementation from its abstract representation, to assign a static type to the objects as
upper bound (its nominal type), and use the abstract speci cation to reason about objects
of all of its subtypes. Thus the objects of a smaller type must not only accept messages
meant for objects of a larger type without \message not understood" run-time error, but
in addition they have to exhibit the same behaviour, as given in the interface speci cation.
Since structural subtyping | employed e.g. in F! 's (sub-)type system | is too weak to
account for compliance with speci cations, the notion of subtyping needs a re nement;
this stronger notion of behaviour-preserving subtyping is known as behavioural subtyping
[Ame89]. To obtain a convenient mathematical model of the abstractly speci ed objects,
they restrict their attention to objects with immutable state which can be modelled as
abstract data types. LOAL can handle multiple dispatch of methods, similar to the mechanisms in CLOS. Hoare style speci cation is used to specify the behaviour of the objects
via so-called traits in the Larch interface speci cation language as pre- and post-condition
of the object's methods. An extension to types with mutable state and aliasing, in an
algebraic framework, is presented in [DL92]. Sticking to an algebraic framework, though,
in the presence of a mutable state seems to complicate the model considerably.
In contrast to the work of Leavens and Wheil, Utting [Utt92] [UR93] handles objects
with mutable state, but at the expense of data re nement, i.e. in the re nement process,
inheritance may not change the internal representation of objects. A methodological difference is that he favors program development by a series of transformations. To this end
an extension of re nement calculus of [Bac78] [Mor87] [Mor90], being itself an extension
of Dijkstra's guarded command language [Dij76], is presented, a wide spectrum language,
where executable code and speci cations can be freely mixed.
[Mai93] presents di erent object-oriented mechanisms encoded in the calculus of constructions. The emphasis there is not on program veri cation and its methodology, but on
the analysis of languages of typed (record) calculi itself. Following the program extraction
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methodology, a couple of typed record and object calculi, notably Cardelli and Mitchell's
record calculus [CM89], are represented equationally in the internal higher order logic of
the calculus of constructions. So for example extracting the computational content from
the encoding of subtyping gives rise to the usual coercion functions. The encodings provide
a logical justi cation for record calculi and object-oriented features like F-bounded polymorphism [CCHM89] or subtyping, and allows to investigate metamathematical properties
such as soundness, consistency, and coherence of di erent encoded idioms. In contrast to
our work, encapsulation, inheritance, or late-binding are not treated. Like in this paper
nite unwindings are employed to resolve the xed points in the encodings of objects. To
represent record types for objects, [Hic96] introduces a new type constructor, which he
calls "very dependent function type", which is "almost" a recursive type but he imposes
well-foundedness conditions to avoid circularity. The approach is formalised in the NuPRL
proof development system [C 86].
+

Further Work This paper addressed the the generalisation of a speci c object model,

namely F! 's, to transfer object-oriented programming methodology to the process of veri cation. One direction of further work could be extending or changing the encoding to
comprise other object-oriented features or idioms, such as multiple inheritance, which can
be modelled in an extension of F! with intersection types [CP93]. Another easy generalisation could include parametrised classes [PT94]. One could add syntactic sugar or fancier
notions of speci cation, e.g. splitting the speci cation into an visible, external part, and an
internal, hidden one, or to include matching [Bru92] as weaker notion of subtyping, which
seem to have advantages in treating binary methods.
A pragmatic path might be, to care for greater ease of the veri cation process. This
could include the automatic generation of get and put functions proposed in [HP96] for
positive signatures or the automatic calculation of the number of xpoint unwindings.
Besides verifying properties of single programs, the transfer into Lego could also be used
to prove properties about the encoding itself, such as properties of the inheritance or
instantiation operator and the like.
A deeper question concerns the equality of objects. An intensional equality such as
Leibniz's equality is inadequate for the comparison of objects, since it would distinguish
between objects of di erent implementations, which contradicts the idea of encapsulation.
As pointed out in Section 2.3.2, it is also problematic to place the test of equality on objects
as an equality method inside the objects. In the chosen model, the generic methods cannot
be de ned for signatures containing binary generic methods like a method comparing two
objects whose internal representation is hidden by weak existential quanti cation. For the
problem of equality with regard to abstract data types, in [Luo92] each representation of
an abstract data type comes equipped with an equality, which allows at least to compare
data types with the same internal representation. With their interior hidden, it is natural
to regard objects as equal if they are observationally indistinguishable. Objects can be
seen as co-algebras [HP92] resulting in proof methods being a coinduction or bisimulation.
Whether nally the proposed object-oriented structuring mechanisms for veri cation
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scale up remains to be investigated in more realistic examples and case studies. A step
in this direction is the veri cation of a small hierarchy of classes resembling Smalltalkcollections in [Nar96].
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